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Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

The machine loses _______________ speed on a flat glide, and settles to
the ground.
1.

(fly)

Most likely they-or he, if there was only one-won't risk _______________
here.
2.

(stay)

Still she could not avoid _______________ eagerly to every voice that was
to be heard in the short intervals of comparative stillness.
3.

(listen)

But as she did not succeed, she soon gave up _______________ about it,
and rejoiced at this comfortable rest in the cool quiet of the woods after her
quick walk.

4.

(think)

Then would you mind _______________ it for me?5. (recite)

But Bob never enjoyed _______________ somebody else miserable.6. (see)

But he was much too tired and hungry to bother _______________ up
some answers.
7.

(guess)

And you have worked well for it, and won your holiday; and your mother
always enjoys _______________ about town with you.
8.

(wander)

The sight of water suggests _______________, in the form of murder or
suicide.
9.

(drown)

No other female child reported _______________ in that area.10. (miss)

Anyhow, you'll hit land if you keep on _______________.11. (go)

They certainly enjoyed _______________ and hearing the others go
through with their appointed tasks.
12.

(see)

But don't let us keep on _______________ only these petty personal
affairs.
13.

(consider)

It seemed strange that they should risk _______________ fire to the ship,
when plunder was their evident intention.
14.

(set)
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Now I understand her _______________ down an umbrella to keep the
rain off your pretty face!
15.

(send)

Just fancy her _______________ me in earnest, and sending her poems
to the fair!
16.

(take)

She enjoyed _______________ the swing of work of a morning, putting
forth all her strength, making the thing go.
17.

(get into)

People were prone to omit _______________ for their newspapers.18. (pay)

See the movement of it, and the relation of it to what surrounds it, and you
will hardly avoid _______________ the picture in it.
19.

(see)

They must take part in social conflicts and avoid _______________ touch
with what is and always will be human.
20.

(lose)
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